Do we have currently enough IT funding according to the IT Assessment?

Tell Me

1. BerryDunn believes UNC Charlotte is on par with other public doctoral institutions.
2. However, it is difficult to find comparative data because institutions tend to report on their centralized but not distributed costs.
3. Initial comparisons indicate that centralized spending is roughly on par with other institutions; BerryDunn believes distributed spending is probably on par as well.
4. Given the importance of the IT infrastructure to every aspect of the administrative and academic enterprise, it is likely that the University will be spending more on IT in the years ahead, not less.

Related FAQs

- What working groups will be formed to help implement One IT?
- When will reporting lines reflect the One IT organizational chart?
- Have any decisions been made about the new IT organization?
- Where can I find information about the April 2019 Town Hall of the IT assessment?
- Staffing & Funding